Pathway of oxidative folding of secretory leucocyte protease inhibitor: an 8-disulfide protein exhibits a unique mechanism of folding.
Secretory leucocyte protease inhibitor (SLPI) is a 107-amino acid protein with a high density of disulfide pairing (eight). The mechanism of oxidative folding of reduced and denatured SLPI has been investigated here. Despite an exceedingly large number of possible folding intermediates ( approximately 46 million disulfide isomers) and their potential to complicate the refolding process, oxidative folding of SLPI turns out to be surprisingly simple and efficient. Complete oxidative folding and a near-quantitative recovery of the native SLPI can be achieved in a simple buffer solution using air oxidation without any supplementing thiol catalyst or redox agent, a phenomenon that has not yet been observed with other disulfide proteins. Because of the heterogeneity and extensive overlapping of folding intermediates, identification of the predominant intermediate was unfeasible. Nonetheless, studies of reductive unfolding of native SLPI and oxidative folding of a six-disulfide variant of SLPI enable us to propose an underlying mechanism accounting for the unique folding efficiency of SLPI in the absence of a redox agent. Our studies indicate that oxidative folding of SLPI undergoes heterogeneous populations of one-, two-, three-, four-, five-, six-, and seven-disulfide isomers, including two nativelike isomers, SLPI-6A and SLPI-7A, as transient intermediates. Formation of the last two native disulfide bonds leading to the conversion of SLPI-6A --> SLPI-7A --> N-SLPI is relatively slow and represents the final stage of oxidative folding. Most importantly, free cysteines of SLPI-6A and SLPI-7A also act as a thiol catalyst in promoting the disulfide shuffling of diverse non-native intermediates accumulated along the folding pathway. This explains why a near-quantitative recovery of N-SLPI can be achieved in the absence of any thiol catalyst and redox agent. Properties of SLPI-6A and SLPI-7A were investigated and compared to those of other documented kinetic intermediates of oxidative folding. The correlation between the mechanism of SLPI folding and the three-dimensional structure of SLPI is also elaborated.